Olympic Scholarships for Athletes “Tokyo 2020”
Tokyo Extension Principles

The Guidelines for this programme remain applicable and the extension will be applied according to the following principles:

- Tokyo scholarships can be extended by one year (i.e. to August 2021).

- For a scholarship to be extended the scholarship holder must be qualified or still have the possibility to participate in the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 through qualification or an invitation place.

- The monthly scholarship grant allocated to each scholarship holder will remain the same.

- If needed, before the scholarship extension at the end of August 2020, NOCs have the possibility to review their Tokyo scholarships and propose replacements within the total monthly allocated budget.

- When the reports for May to August 2020 are accepted by OS the payment for the three following scholarship periods will be made simultaneously for the extended Tokyo scholarships of each NOC:
  - September to December 2020
  - January to April 2021
  - May to August 2021

- All unjustified scholarship funds cumulated during past scholarship periods (i.e. scholarship funds paid by OS and not justified for reasons such as low season, injury, etc.) must be utilized and justified by the end of August 2020. All unjustified scholarship payments at the end of the August 2020 scholarship period (original scholarship end date) will be deducted from the final payment to be made by OS for the extension of the Tokyo scholarships.

- NOCs are requested to manage the scholarships as in the past and dispatch the funds to the beneficiaries according to the defined four-month scholarship periods to ensure efficient and timely reporting.

- The reporting of the scholarship programme will remain the same and the reports are expected at the end of each of the scholarship periods. The same payment date for exchange rate purposes should be used for all three periods in the financial report.

- The possibility to apply for the qualification travel subsidy will be extended until 31 August 2021. All 2020 qualification travel subsidy requests should be submitted by 30 November 2020.

- For NOCs benefiting from the training centre option, OS will work with each training centre to define, before the end of August 2020, which athletes will continue in the centres until August 2021.

- The Tokyo scholarship programme should be closed by the end of the final scholarship period (August 2021). If the scholarship funds are not fully justified by the end of 2021, the unjustified funds will be recovered by OS.